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Interviews with Experienced Teachers.: A Reality '

[

Base for Preservice Teachers

First year teachers often must make-significant adjustments when they

recognie that their preconceived expectations do not match the reali.ty of

0
teaching. Preservice teachers could conduct in-depth interviews with one

or more expetienced teacher's during the undergraduate program to obtain,

realistic information about the first<year of teaching and the personal and

,professiohal changes teachers undergo .as thear.continue to teach. This paper
, . ,

. 'I

will diSedss therrationalp:fdr the tdAcfler igterview and provlde procedural

,
', .

.s-

4
ggestions%

..

. - .

. $
.7 :

Rationale for the Interview ' 1,), ,.. .
. .... . .

, . .

Information Alained in interviewswith experienced teachers would
,

. . ,f

. . ,. .. . .

enable presorvice teachers (1) to expiate and confirm thei' career choice
,

. 1 ..
0.

and (2) to have a realisticview-of the teaching career and aspects of the 1
. -'

job.

.Even after four years'of college training, including studett-teaching,

many teachers begin their.Yirst year hot knowing whether teaching is-the best

career choice'for them. This uncertainty is consistent with super.'qN1975)

'description of the explOratory stage of career development, With more

information available aboUt the teaching career obtained' through interviews

with experienced teachers,isome preserVice teachers may switch majors to

explore other careers befokefinishing_their teacher preparation programs.

Thug, information Q.lcout the teach ing c&reer obtained through an interview

may'help some individuals self-select out of teaching. Those who continue

in the teacher education Trogram would presumably be more certain of their

career selection and have more commitment. The diO4110 rate in the early

1
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i years of teaching also would'likely be,lower. -

Information obtained in the interview would enable the preservice

teacher-to have a realistic view of various aspectsof the job. Detailed

information about the teaching, career obtained in the-preservice program may °

,

-help minimize disequilibrium problems whidh first year teachers experience.

Rygp, Newmani.Mager, Applegate, ieiley, Flora, and Johnstoin (1980,_Pp 3-8)
-

discussed the problems first,year,teachers sometimes' have. when .they dea'l

with the.imagined and he realin teachings. Eddy (1969).1.1S6'disoued the
e

.

complexities and.difficulties,encountered byteginning teachers as they

attempt to.-make the thift froi university student to public school practi-t
tioner. Masling'and Stern (1963) suggested that a high rate of attrition

will continue as long as potential teachers are allowed to see only the

'tinsel and, glitter" bf teaching' without knowing some of the inevitable'

realities,

Emmingham (1981) indicated that Iehe educational community is failing

to bring new practitioners into the profession with their eyes open. Teachers

need to know that the pressure is great and'that the molley is not. Eimingham
4

said that public leaders have created-w"mythipf'fulfillment" that has

.

enticed unsuspecting, unqualified college''studehts iirto teaching. These

students experience.a,transition.shock when'they meet the job reality ,in

their first year of teaching. dthers have discussed these transition concerns
4 a

4 ,
'..

1 a
,

for example see the Journal of Teacher Edligation, vol. 32, May-June 1981).
, .

Interviews with experienced teachers would enable Rrospective,teaeher$

to know what is demanded of them and-would help"diSpell.sCMe of the "tinsel
,

and glitter".and the myths related to the teachingCareer.

<.
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A growing body of research indicates that teachers have different job

skills, knowledge, behaviors, attitudes, and concerns'at different points

in their careers (e.g. Burden, 1979, 1980; Puller, 196/; Fuller and Bown,

1975; Newman, 1978; Peterson, 1978). Studies also show that many of these ,

changes follow a regular 4evelopmegtha,pajern. -Therefore, teachers in

.

their first year may have a predietable-sPA-of developmental,characteristios;

. fourth yeat teachers, for example, )1 aye an equalli'predictabie, but different
4

set of developmental characteristics. Preservice teachers may not expect.

,, ,.

that their attitudes, concerns, skills, and needs would change over time --

but they do. An interview would enable thepreservice.teacher to recognize,

some of these developmental characteristics.

Stanwood (.978) suggested'that an interview isaA viable alterntive to

'written term papers when exploring careers.

Procedural Suggestions
, -

One or more interviews with experienced teachers could 1pe conducted by

preservice t'eachersat various points in,theteacher preparatidh program.

The objectives of the interviews might vary depending the student's
4

level in the program. An interview conducted during an introductory course

might focus on the overall view of the teacher's career. Interviews conducted

in later courses might focus on certain aspects of teachirig such as teaching .

method or teaching philosophies. The interview could.be an optional or a

required .part:ot any course in theteacher preparation program, but logical

0 e
choices would be introductory courses, methods courses, sociologyociology courses,

or student teaching seminars.

-.Instructors should provide interview guidelines fat the preseryice teacher.

These guidelines could include: (1) a list of interview objectives, (2) tips

,`
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on how to contact a teacher, (3) tips on how to prepare for the interview,

() tips on how to conductthe interview, and (5) tips on the preparation'

of a summary report. A sample interview-guideling sheets provided in

Appendix A:

An interview conducted early in the preservice program might focus on

how the teacher has changed pdrsonallyand professionally from the start of

teaching to the time of the interview. Specifically, sample questions could

be provided which center on changes in (1) job skills, knowledge, and behaviors;-

(2). attitudeS, satisfactionsi needs, and concerns;.and (3) job events such as

changes in grade level, school, or district and involvement in dommittees

/'

and other school activities.

Students can be responsible for finding a teacher to interview. The

--teacher may be one who the student has worked with in some capacity as a

. .

teacher aide or assistant, a former teacher, or perhaps the cooperating

teacher foroa friend who is student teaching.

The.student should decide oh a series of questions before the actual

.interliiew.- Tape recording the interview (with the teacher's permission) is
.

an advantage because it enables the preseryice teacher to concentrate on the

,quedtions and answers and eliminates the need for note taking.

The interview guidelines provided by the instructor also could include

Some'suggestions for conducting\the interview. For instance, a general

question such as "What was your first year of'teaching like?" is often helpful
. %

at. the'beiinning of-an-interview because it all6ws the.teachers freedom to

.express a wide radge of-ideas which they feel' are. important. Questions about

each su:.:cessiile year Auld follow along with any questions about specific
4

issue whichothe preservice teacher might wish to raise.
. '

.
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. 'Sample questions:might include the following:

1: What was your first year of teaching like?

2 How was your second year of teaching, different?

3. Have you taught basically the same since you started teaching?

4. How do you obtain new ideas?

5. Vid your probleks in teaching change over the years'?

6. What suggestions would you have for a first year teacher?

A written summary-report Could organize the information in verbatim

transcripts, thematic headings, or

-
report'should allow the,preService

chronological order. One section of the'

teacher to draw conclusions and analyze

the interview information obtained.

After tf4preervice teachers have completed the interviews and summary

' reports, it May be helpful to discuss .the findings in the collegec16.ss.

Conclusions

Preservice teachers could conduct in-depth intel\riews with one or more

experienced teachers during the undergraduate program to obtain realistic

information about the first-year Of teaching and the personal andlprofessional
.

. . .

changes teachers undergo as they continue to'teach. This s,information Would

be useful for the preservide teachers in confirmingsthe'career choice to

enter teaching and also would.help minimize disequilibricli beginning teachers

experience when they confront the realities of the job. The dnterview could
,,

be an'optibrial a required part Of any course in the ttcher preparation

program. Instructors for these courses should provide interview guidelines

for the preservice teachers.
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Appendix A

3,

.Guidelines for Interviewing a Teacher

Dr. Paul R. Barden
Kansas State University

1. Interview Objectives.

The main purpose of the interview is to obtain information about
how-teachers change from the time they start teaching to the time
of the interview.

'2. Contacting a Teacher

-You Select a teacher and conduct the interview at a time convenient
to both of you. You could interview the teacher you are aiding
with this semester. A friend of yOurs might be teacher aiding or
student teaching and you might arrange to interview one of those.
teachers. You might prefer to interview a teacher you had in
elementary or high school.

a

3. Preparing for the Interview

You might consider tape recording the interview., In this way you
can concentrate on the questions you will ask and the answers given.
Also, tape recording\the interview will free you from jotting down
notes during the intervi6ew.

You should prepare a list of questions you intend to ask. SCme
sample questions are:

A. What was your first year of .teaching like?
(After the teacher has provi.ed an extended descrip-
tion, then follow up with additional questions to
seek clarification or to find out information on
topics that the teacher didn't first mention.)

B. How was your second year of teaching different?
C. Have you taught basically the same since you started

teaching?
D How do you obtain new ideas?
E: 'Did your ,problems in teaching change over the years?
F. What suggestions would you haveror a first year teacher?

4. Conducting the Interview

It usually is best.to'start the interview with a general question
like "What was your first year of teaching like?" because, it allows

the teacher to say a.lot about ideas that may be important to him /her.
o
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As you get further into the 'interview, you can fol'ow up with more
detailed questions which focus on certain aspects df teaching. For
instance, after the initial general questions on changes in the -

first, second, third, and later years, you might ask questions that
deal specifically with discipline, student characteristics, planning,
or some other area. Feel free to ask questions that you think of
spontaneously- during the interview.

50 Preparing the Summary Report

Your summai'y,report should, have at least three parts:

A. Introduction,- Include information such as the teacher'S
name, name of school, number of years taught, grade
level(s) taught and number of years,at each grade
level. Include any pertinent demographic information.

B. Body This is the main part of yOur report. You can-
organize the information you obtained,in yolk inter-
view in one of several ways chronologically (with
heading such as first year, second year; etc;),
topically (with headings such as changes in attitude,
discipline, changes in teaching techniques, etc.),
or with'a series of questions arid answers. The use
of topical-Headings is often the most successful.

C. Conclusions Draw some conclusions about what you learned
-from *the,interview. Also, include some statements
about your development as a teacher based on'what you
learned in the interview.

4

\
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